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In this essay a detailed analytical and e:qperiraental study of
a new, high speed, linear torque motor has been carried out. First, the
need for such a motor is shown. This is followed by a general description
of the actual motor. The equations of motion and impedance for the motor
are developed theoretically and analytical expressions for all the constants
appearing in these equations are derived. E3q)eriinental values of all the
constants are then found and experimental runs are made of the phase and
amplitude characteristics, the impedance, and the transient response to a
step input. A comparison is made of the theoretical and experimental
results including a discussion of linear and non-linear regions. The
effect of the motor in the closed aervo loop is then discussed as well as
the effect of current and voltage feedback. Finally, the conclusions
arrived at as a result of the study are stated.

2.0 INTRODUCTION
2.1 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
At present there exists considerable interest in and need for
small size, light weight, high speed, linear, torque motors at the Applied
Physics Laboratory, The Johns Hopkins University, Silver Spring, Maryland.
These motors are used in closed loop, electrohydraulic servomechanisms
(see Fig. i). To properly analyze these servomechanisms, the operating
characteristics of all components should be knovni thoroughly. It is the
object of this thesis to conduct a detailed analytic and experimental
study of one of these high speed torque motors.
The motor was developed independently by the Applied Physics
Laboratory and Curtis s-Wright for servosystem usage. A similar type
was constructed by the Dynamics and Control Laboratory of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology. Two types of motors were built for the
Applied Physics Laboratory—one by Curtiss-Wright Corporation and the
other by Bendix Corporation (Eclipse-Pioneer Division). No thorough
combined analytical and experimental studies have been conducted up to
present due to the lack of time.
This analysis is conducted on the motor built by Eclipse-
Pioneer since it is used in preference to the Curtiss-V/right rrotor in
which the phase shift varies greatly with frequency because of large
eddy current losses in the magnetic structure.
2.2 GENHIAL DESCRIPTION OF MOTOR
The motor is essentially a polarized relay consisting of two
magnetic yokes energized by a permanent magnet, a moving armature made
of laminated Iron, and two armature coils. The armature is pivoted at
Point P, midwa/ between the laminated pole faces of the yoke, as shown
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connected to the load.
The permanent magnet produces a constant flux,
,
which divides
into two paths and generates equal flux densities at each of the four gaps
when the armature is centered. If, under these conditions, currents are
allowed to flow through the two armature coils then each current produces
a flux. The difference of these two fluxes will be called the armature
flux and will be considered to be produced by the difference of the two
currents actually flowing or what can be called the differential current.
This armature flux causes the armature to become polarized in such a way
as to be attracted by one pair of diagonal poles and repelled by the
other. There is a torsional spring restraining the armature motion which
together with the design of the magnetic circuit causes the physical dis-
placement of the armature to be proportional to the current in the coils.
Reversing the direction of the differential current in the coils reverses
the direction of motion. Torque is produced by simultaneously raising the
current in one coil and lowering it in the other. The motor is operated
with a quiescent current flowing in each coil. The motor operates with
direct current power and is in principle similar to a Class A amplifier.
An exploded view of the motor is shown in Fig. 3 and the flux





































































































































In this section the theoretical equations of motion and impedance
will be derived and theoretical values or expressions for all the constants
appearing in them,
3.1 DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND IMPEDANCE
3.11 Equivalent Circuits and Equations of Motion and Impedance
3.1II Linear relationship between force produced by the motor
and the differential armature current.
The first thing to be found is the relationship between the force
exerted by the armature arm and the differential armature current. The
flux in the armature,
,
is proportional to the difference of the currents,
i, flowing in the arm.ature coils, ioC. = a i, where a is a constant as
long as the iron is not saturatedo In Fig. 2 it can be seen from the geome-
try of the relay that the gap lengths g-j_4- gp always equal g~ + g, o The
permanent flux,
,
emanating from the permanent magnet is considered con-
stant. It will be assumed that as long as the movement of the armature
is small and the permeance of the gaps low, the flux through the armature
from the permanent magnet is negligible.
The force at any gap is given by the following formula according
to Ref . 1, p. 202.
2
F = B S where F = force in lbs.
7^ B = flux density, kilomaxwells/ sq. in<,
S - area of gap, sq. in.





If 0„ = and the armature is centered, there will be no force
present to move it away from center, i.e. F-,= Fp and F^ = Fi in Figo 5.

If 0„^ 0, then the total flux at each gap will be (see Fig. 2)
At g^ 0^^ - 0p/2 4- 0^/2
g? 02=0p/2 0a/2
g3 03=0p/2-0^/2
gU 0l4= V^ ' ^a/2
The force at each gs^ will then be:
Fi ::. ( 0p/2 f 0^2)2 S
^2 72



















/y (force exerted by valve)
FIG. $ FORCES ACTING ON ARMATURE.
The forces acting on the armature are as indicated in Fig. 5
(all attractive).
Writing the torque equation for the armature,
F,X +- F, X = F^X +- F^X f F (X + Y)
1 U 2 3 V
or F, 4- F, - F. - F- =- F (X +- Y)
1 U 2 3 V

Substituting for F-j^, F2, F-j, and F. the expressions just derived and at
the same time putting in the numerical values of X and Y, namely X=0»78l




^rr- ^ 0o where b = 0^
6I4.7S
But iZ! = a i
therefore, F^= a b i = K^± where K^, = ab
iL, will be known as the electromechanical coupling constant and will be
discussed in more detail later on. It is now seen that if the assumptions
made in this derivation hold, the force is proportional to the differential
current.
3.112 MECHANICAL SYSTEM
Now, considering the motor as a r.echanical system, any force
produced by the current in the annature coil must be nu^nerically equal
to the forces due to the inertia of the armature plus the moving mass
of the piston and piston rod, to viscous friction, and to an effective
spring force. By effective spring force is meant the combination of the
force due to the torsional centering spring and the force due to permanent
flux in the armature as a result of displacement. This mechanical system
can be represented diagrammatically as follows:
/:
— nis^sy i-^ M )
J
^v-:-y>l^:^y^^ :^y.y. vy^yyyyy?^ ^y-
FIG. 6. DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF MECHANICAL SYSTEM







FIG. 7. SII130LIC DIAGRAM OF MECHANICAL SYSTiiM
Writing the differential equation for this system.
F = M d X 4- f dx ^ kx
dt dt
F - force produced, lbs.
M = total effective moving mass,
ib sec^/in,
f ~ viscous friction, lb sec/in,
k = effective spring coefficient,
lb/in.
X = armature displacement, in.
Since F V'
F^ -- I^i - M d X 4- f dx ]- kx
dt dt
3.113 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
The electrical system, for the motor may be represented as
in Fig. 8.
"1






L = inductance of coil, henry.
Kg = back eom.fo, volt sec/in.




FIG 8. ELECmiCAL SYSTEM FOR THE MOTOR
The output voltage of the last stage of the amplifier must feed the re-
sistance and inductance of the armature coil and also overcome a back

1?.
electromotive force due to the velocity of the armature. An equivalent
circuit is drawn in Fig, 9.
r-j — plate resistance, ohms.
amplification factor.
e„ = grid volts.
FIG. 9. EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT FOR THE MOTOR
The voltage equation, by Kirchhoff's law, is:
'g - "^ ^ :i:=^ .
-a^-
«here R= rp+ R^
dt dt
3.11U EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF THE MOTOR
With these equations
K i = Md^x ^ fdx _j_ kx
^ d? dt
and /'e -: Ri 4- Ldi
-f- Kgdx
dt dt
the output displacement per unit voltage input to the motor and also the
impedance may be determined. Assuming that the system is initially at
rest and using the Laplace transformation technique, one may write the
following equations:
(Ms^-4- fs +- k)x - Kj^i :^
(Kgs)x + (Ls + R)T :=./xeg
A bar (-) over a letter indicates the Laplace transform of that quantity.
Solving for x and i by means of determinants,

13.
/xe Ls+R % /^
Ms T- fs 4- k
Kgs Ls-h
(Ms
-f fs 4- k) (Ls 4- R) + Kj^KgS
^ 2
ms^ f- (fL j- MR)s f (kL t fR ^- K3Kj;i)s -f- kR
Ms^
-f fs T- k
Kgs
q
Mei _ (Ms^ I- fs -h k)/(eg
'ms^+- fs +• k
KgS Ls f-
"^
LMs^ t- (fL r MR)s^ r (kL + fR f KgKj,)s t- kR
The Laplace transform of the displacement per unit volt input is then
%





-h (f/M r R/L)s^ -h (k/M +- fR/LM 4- KeK^/LM) + kR/LM
upon dividing
numerator and denominator by LW.
The Laplace transform of the impedance Z, is e/i where e =/<e when the
plate resistance.r , is zero, or in other words, one has a zero impedance
P
source.
Z = ^e ^ L [s^
-H (f/M +- R/L)s^ -h (k/M +- fR/LM -t- KgKj^/LM)s f- kR/LM_
s^ +- (f/M)s ^ k/M
where R now equals only R
The Laplace transform of the displacement per unit ampere is found by

Ih.




3.115 MORE EXACT EQUATIONS OF MOTION
It should be noted that the equations of motion derived in
3.11U are simplifications of the true situation. No attention has been
paid to the characteristic of the connection from the motor armature to



















FIG. 10. SYMBOLIC DIAGRAM OF MOTOR TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ELASTANCE OF
CONNECTION FROM MOTOR TO VALVE.
Mv-
Ma
spring coefficient of valve,
spring coefficient of connection,
displacement of piston rod.
viscous friction of piston valve.
mass of valve and rod.
- mass of annature.

Writing the equations of motion,
jtABg = (Rq r rp)i -h L di 4- Kg dx
dt dt
and Kfji = M^^d^x -^ kx -|- Q
where Q - k^ (x-j^ — x) - M^x-j^ f f^-j^ -i- k^-j^
^rom which x
= ijV^- ^v^ + (^ -
'<i)=^J
A s^'ngle dot over a letter indicates the first derivative with respect to
time of that quantity and two dots the second derivative.
Taking the Laplace transforms,
//eg- (R^,4- Tp-h Ls)i -^ Kgsx
%i =^ (M^s^-h k)x
-h (M^s^ f f^s +- k^)% ^ (KaS^ 4- k - k^)x ^kjX^
i = i (M,s^ +- k - ki )x +- k.x.Un
%
and x -_1 (M^s^ -1- f^s
-t- k^ - k^)^i
k-,
Let R - R^ 4- Tp,
Then lie = (R 4- Ls)i ^ K sx
or substituting for i and x
//e_ = (R 4- Ls) i:m^s^ j- k
g
Km




- Kgs 1( M^s^^-^- f^
-t- k^ - k-L)xi
^1




2;(M^s '^f k - ki)J -1 (M^s % f^s f k^ - ki) f k.
I % J
- KgS (M^s 1- fyS ^ k^- k^
)

Multiplying the nximerator and denominator by Kj/kj^, we have
Km \
yr^eg }<]_ (R (- Ls)
K,
A* s5
-h B' 8^ i- C*s3 +- D' s2 4- E* 3 +- F'
where A
M^(k- k^) ^ M, (k„- k,)M/^R +- L
a ' V ^bVv
D'^ = R M^(k- k^) +- M^(k^ - k^) 4- Lf^(k- k3_) + f^KgK„
E* - f^R(k-k-L) -h L(k-k^)(k^- k-^) t KgK^dCy- k^)- k3_2L
F* - (k-ki)(k^-k;L)^-^l^
V/hen k-j is very large, i.e. k-j > cx=>
B* --
C* =-L(M -i- M )
V a
E*" -— -f R - L(k 4- k) - K-jK^V ^ V B M
F* =-(k -h k )R
^
v'
Substituting these values into the above equations and letting
M -=. Mv + Ma and fV ^ ^,
X Km
/AS LMs-^-t- (fL -I- MR)s -i- (kL -H fR ^ %JVi)s "^ ^^

which is the same equation for displacement per unit input voltage derived
in 3. nil for the simpler system assiiming infinite elastance for the con-
nection from the armature arm to the piston valve, an equivalent effective
mass equal to the sum of the mass of the armature and valve, and that the
viscous friction acts at the armature rather than in the valve itself,
3.12 Derivations of Mathematical Expressions for Constants Appearing
in above Equations and Calculation of Set of Specific Values for
Motor under Study .
In this section the various constants appearing in the equations
of motion and impedance will be derived mathematically. Later these theo-
retical constants will be compared to those found experimentally.
3ol21 Effective Mass M
As has already been noted the mass of the armature must be
accelerated. Since this motor is to be used as a part of a system and it
is the object of this thesis to determine its operating characteristics in
that system an adjustment must be made in this term to take the moving mass
of the piston rod and valve piston into account. For the purpose of sim-
plification the mass of the armature can be combined in an equivalent mass
with the total moving mass of the valve piston and rod.
M = Mg+ M^
M = mass equivalent of arm.ature
M^=^ total mass of valve piston and piston rod
(measured and found to be 17 grams = Oo0375 pounds)
M - total effective moving mass converted to position
of valve
To find the equivalent mass of the armature, the mo^'.ent of
inertia of the armature was calc\ilated from its dimensions and shape
using the fact that the moment of inertia of a body is equal to the
integral of the elemental mass multiplied by the square of the distance

from this elemental mass to the axis about which the moment of inertia is
sought and the parallel axis theorem. The calculation for I^^, the moment
of inertia of the armature^ will be found in appendix 8.1. Theoretically,
Ig^ = ii8ol2 gm-cm . Therefore the equivalent mass is
M„= I„ = U8.l/(3o7)^ = 3.78 gran or Oo00835 pound.
r = 3o^7 cm is distance from pivot point P to point of
application of valve force.
Now the total effective moving mass, M, can be found. M - Mg +- R^.
M = 3.73 +- 17.0 - 20.8 gm or 1.188x10"^ lb sec^/in.
3.122 Effective Spring Coefficient k
For static equilibri\m the forces on the armature arm must be
equal, i.e. F — k x — i^i +- k^x
where k - actual spring rate of torsional
centering spring,
k^ — anti -spring rate due to the permanent
flux through the ar^.ature when armature
is off center.
Ky = electromechanical coupling constant
The force, k«x, due to the permanent flux flowing through the armature
when it is off center (see Fig. UB ) causes the armature to move farther
off center. This force plus the force due to the flow of armature current
must equal the force due to the centering spring for static equilibrium.
The displacement sensitivity per ampere, x/i, is found as follows:
kgX ^ Kj^i 4- k^x
x/i - %/(kg - kf
)
If (kg — kf-) is set equal to k, k may be looked upon as an effective spring
coefficient.

In order to find the value of k necessary to get mechanical
resonance at, for example, 210 cycles per second, use is made of some well
known relationships for second order systems. (These relationships may be
found in any standard text on servomechanisms, for example, Ref, 2.)
w^ = \\k^
^n"^
angular velocity at undamped
^-(l natural resonant frequency,
rad/sec.
k = effective spring coefficient,
lbs/in.
M = mass of system, lb sec /in.
or k= Mon = (1.188x10-^) (13 20) ^ = 207 lbs/in.
This particular resonant frequency was chosen because of the effective
spring rate found in the experimental section and it must be borne in
mind that it is only the true resonant frequency for a system having no
damping.
3.123 Viscous Friction f
Assume J = 0.1 as a reasonable estimate as to the amount of
damping present in the system, where J is defined as the ratio of the




k and 2 Ta> = f/M
These relations}, ips -f _ ^ _ f f = viscous friction coefficient
give J - 2yi0a 2fMF
or f = J 2 fMF
= C0.1)(2)
^
1 . I88xl0'^x207 = 0. 031)4 lb sec/in
A useful parameter for calculations was found to be f/M which for J = 0ol
was f _ 0. 031ii = 26ii/sec
^ Iol88xl0-^










The value of j will be used as a parameter to show the variation
of impedance and output displacement per volt as the amount of damping in
the system is varied.
3.12U Inductance L
L- N0
a 7650 X 6^60 8.U henries
i X lo8 0.060 X 108
N = number of turns on armature coil
|(^a= armature flux in maxwells
i = differential current in amperes
The values of 0j^ and i used to determine the theoretical value of inductance
were taken from Fig. ^^ in section 8.2,
3.125 Back Electromotive P'orce K
B
This method of determining the back electromotive force (e.m.f.)
is due to Mr. R. Bo Higley and Mr. J. Wheeler of Curtis s -Wright Corporation
(see Ref. 3> p. 17). The leakage flux, 0^, however, has been determined in












X = valve displacement, in,
y = armature displacement
in air gap, in.
FIG. 11. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VALVE AND ARMATURE DISPLACEMENTS
or




When the armature is centered all gap lengths are equal or
g-j_= g^ = g^ = gj^ = g.
When the armature is not centered, g2 = go = g — 0.6x
gl = g^ = g -t- 0.6x
The permeance at any gap with the armature centered is
(P^I^ /<,= permeability
S = area
g — gap length
with the armature off center, Ir, = (Px - ,^^3
^ ^ g-h0.6x
and ^2 ^^ =aS
g-0.6x

Let us draw the magnetic circuit for the flux of the permanent magnet
(see Fig. 12).
•^1, ^2f ^3> and^ii are
reluctance of air gaps
1, 2, 3, and Uo
•Al ^* reluctance of
armature
.
FIG. 12. MAGNETIC CIRCUIT FOR PERMANENT MAGNET FLUX
An expression for the flux, 0l, flowing through the armature due
to the permanent magnet can be found by solving the three magnetic loop
equations. These equations are:
(!5?1+<5?2)01' - (^1 02' - (^2 0y= NI
-<Rl 01' -h (% ^ <^2^<^lW ~ (^L 0y= O
-^2<2^1' - ^ 02'-^(^2+-^U-^^L)0y=O
The flux we are seeking, 0,* ^s equal to c6, — <^^
Actually solving we find
0L= ^^ (^A— <^2^3)
^L(t5?3-h^U)(^i-H^2)-h<'?3^U(^H- 'f2)+<^l'^2(^3-^^U)
or, in terms of permeances, remembering (/^-= ^. and (P-— (P^
^L-!ij(i_i)

Dividing numerator and denominator by (-!— x. jS\
// ,\ V(? Pj
k['(p,
'" k)^ m
Putting the fractions over a common denominator and multiplying numerator
and denominator by (P^ (r-
0L_ NI(<^3-iP.)
But we may justifiably assume, since the reluctance of the path through the
armature is approximately zero, that the penneance,!^^* ^s approximately




Substituting for^^^ and (T^-j^, one has







This checks with the expression given by Higley and Wheeler in Ref . 3, but
solving in this manner requires only one assumption, namely, that v^)}/fl"f~ ^^,

It should be noted that one can reduce 0. , which is desired small, by either
keeping x very small or by increasing g, the gap length, with the armature
centered. *
To get the back e.m.f. due to 0. , use is made of the fact that
0|_^ is a function of displacement x, and x is a function of time. Therefore,
0^ is a function of time.
E = - Na0LlO-^ volts
dt
where N is number of turns of coil




>-8where K_=-Nd0LlO"° volt sec/inch
If we differentiate 0^= HA^ -'•^
g^-.36x^
with respect to x, we get
d0L= NlyWoS 1.2 (g'^-.36xO-^ 4- 2(.36)x^(g2-.36x2)





Substituting this into our expression for Kg, we get
Kg^ N mys 1.2
g -.36x^)2
>-8g^+- .36x^ 10-° volt sec/inch
To use this formula the NI of the permanent magnet must be determined.
I'he method used to determine this was as follows. The flux flowing in
the armature due to the permanent magnet with the armature centered was
assumed negligible. Also there was assumed to be no leakage flux. With
these conditions plus the further assumption that the reluctance of the
iron path is negligible compared to the air gaps, all the magnetic poten-
tial difference of the permanent magnet will appear across air gaps 1 and 2

(see Fig. 2).
T" = (/L 0p ^= magnetic potential difference,
gilberts
(R. = reluctance, gilbert/maxwell
(P 2g 0p ^=^ permanent flux, maxwells
^ yuS Z^' = permeability, maxwell/NI-cm
Bp = flux density in any gap due to
0p= BpS permanent magnet, gauss
Substituting these expressions for ^ and 0^ into T,
But
"Y gilberts = O.U tt NI ampere-turns
so, NI — 2gBp — 2(0.1Ii5)Ul70 —766 ampere-turns g = 0<.lii5 cm.
5j;:^o 0.U;K1.?59) . (measured)/^
/«<. = 1.259 maxwell/NI-cm.
Bp = Ul70 gauss
(measured)
Bp= Ul70 gauss was determined by use of a General Electric fluxmeter
Model 32C2U8 which was calibrated at the National Bureau of Standards by the
author for this purpose with the assistance of Mr. I. L. Cooter and A. R.
Lindberg of the staff there on 2U August, 1951. Substituting in the equation
for Kg and letting
X - 0, Kgmin = 9.01 volt sec/inch
X =0.032, Kgmax =12.6 volt sec/inch
3.126 Electromechanical Coupling Constant Kj^
Yioui the electromechanical coupling constant, may be defined as
followsr
K^— F (force in lbs)
1 (differential current in amps)
But F (0p4~ 0a) from section 3.111 upon making the proper
288S
substitutions in the formula for force.

(0p4-0a )^
Therefore, I^= 288S where 0_ = 13.9 kilomaxwells (measured)
i
0^= 6o56 kilomaxwells (Fig.^^ )
S = gap area, 0.26? sq, in.
i =r 60 milliamperes
Upon substituting the numerics and solving, I^ is found to be:
1^^ (13.9 4-6.^6)^ ==^ 92 08 lbs/amp
(288)(0.262)(0.060)
3,2 PLOTS OF THEORETICAL IMPEDANCE AND PHASE AND AMPLITUDE CURVES
3.21 Impedance Curves
In section 3.11ii it was shown that the Laplace transform of the
impedance was:
'^
= Mj'i = ^b^ -r (j^/M -r R/L)3^ + (k/M -j- fR/LM j- KbK^/LM)s -H kR/LM ]
^
s^
-f fs/M -I- k/M
or multiplying through by L,
Z ^ Ls3 -(- (fL/M -)- R)3^ -t- (kL/M -j- fR/M -t- KBKM/M)s -h kR/M
s^ -+- fs/M
-h k/M
Making use of the properties of the Laplace transform, since s = u" -j-jco
with^=Oj s = jw. Now. writing the impedance as a function of frequency
by substituting jw for s, one has:
Z(J«*)=/fl3lO) _ U»^ -h (i'L/M -K R)(:w)^ i- (kL/M -h fR/M -hKBKj^/M)>tkR/M
(Jwj^-ff(jw)/M -hk/M
or separating the real and imaginary parts
Z(»^ [R(k/M-M^)-fL^^^|-H > []L(k/M-ai) -(- fR/M -f- KgK^/M]
(k/M^^)
-t- J(f/M:w
R in this case equals R^ only.
From this equation for impedance plots have been made in Fig. 13 of Z as a
function of frequency. Also the variation of Z as the viscous damping term

s «V
S33HD3a NT 370NV SS^Hd
2 ^ c o §

TABLE II CALCULiiTIOii D.*li^ FOR TilECR£TIC>iL l^PEDAKZL GUHVES
r/d --= f/M = 47.5 fAi = 300
60




CpS roio/sec oiiiiio d e^^rees ohms decrees ohiis decrees
1300 0.0 1300 0.0 1300 0.0
i-O lc6 a:990 53.0 30£0 O O • i7
4J t,51 51£0 69.4
6J 376 7450 76.0 7570 75.1
1
8J 50-^ 9970 79.6
100 6k:3 l£700 31.9 1£700 'e>'c.,i 1£700 79.9 ;
1;^0 754 15900 33.5
140 36J 19400 34.7 19400 79.3 :
160 1003 £4£00 35.7
130 1130 33300 36.9 3.-.700 33.3 £:?700 70.5
1^0 1191 4£600 37.6 3£700 63,5
£00 1^57 69600 33.5 - 63800 73.6 34500 53.1
JclO 13£0 c»-o -yj,::i 148000 7.7 31600 33.7
Li.0 1330 3S£00 -37.3 37300 £5£00 31.^
£30 144L 7390 -76.3 7650 -73.6 19100 19.3
c40 1507 3640 -60. 3 5760 + 61.7 :.610j 45.3
L44 15oc 5ofc^0 + 7i..O
<.5J 1570 3650 73.0
^60 1630 1L300 31.6 16500 65.4
£30 1760 17500 34.1
300 lo35 -cllOO 35.1 £1300 34.0 ££100 30 .
1
340 ^140 £7000 36. L
1
360 iw-i,60 £2»400 36 . 5
4J0 iL510 33600 36.9 . 33300 36.0 . 34k:00 36.0
450 iL.6£0 3;:'i:-00 37.4

is varied. Calculation data for these theoretical curves may be found in
Table II.
3.22 Freauency Response Curves
In section 3.11U it was shown that the Laplace transform of the





-h ( f/M + R/L ) s ^ -h ( kA' + fR/LM -h KbKm/LM ) s 4- kR/LM
or writing this as a function of frequency as explained in 3.21
/"0g [kR/LM - (f/M
-h R/L)c<f\-^-jco\k/n -h fR/LM
-h KgKj^/LM - c.>?]
Plots have been made of x/u.e„ versus frequency for various values
o
of Jo In Fig. Ill curves are plotted considering the tube as a zero impedance
source, i.e. r = 0. "nie extremely large phase lags prohibit the use of
such a source for driving the motor in the servo loop outlined in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 15 curves are plotted considering the plate resistance, r , to be
equal to 60,000 ohms and it is obvious from a comparison of the change in
the phase and amplitude characteristics why pentodes with their high plate
resistances are used to drive the motor. Calculation data for these curves
may be found in Table III.
Plots have also been made of the displacement per unit ampere,
x/i, versus frequency assuming a constant current source in Fig. 16.
Calculation data may be found in Table IV.
3«23 Transient Response
To secure the transient response characteristic of the motor a
step input voltage, K, is applied. Ihat is,
//.eg=: f(t)^ [O, t<0
Kt t>0
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TABLE IV CALCULATION DATA FOR PLOT OF OUTPUT DIS LaCE^ENT



































































Taking the Laplace transform, z/e^= K/s
Substituting this for pJe in section 3.11ii, we have
X _ Km k^^s
LMs3
-h (fL -h MR)s2 i- (kL -j- fR -h Kb%)s -I- kR
or X ^ ^ fK*)
3 j^LMs^
-h (fL -hMR)s^ +- (kL -h fR -h Kb^ )
s
-hR] 1 J
Dividing the numerator and denominator by kR, we have:
s r(LM/kR)s3 _|_ (fL/kR
-f- M/k)s^ -j- (L/R-hf/k-h KBKj^/kR)s -Hlj |
and substituting in the mimerical values (values listed in appendix
Table XVI under motor B)
x_ 9.6i4 X 10"^ ^__ U\
s(2.29xlO"^°s^
-h 76.75xlO~^s^
-h 6.07xlO~^s -\- 1) 1 J
Factoring the cubic in the denominator,
_^ 9.61i X
10"^ Ck*!
s[s-|- 2.95x10 j |js-h203) -hjll90J[(s-p203) - jli90jl J
If now the inverse Laplace transform is taken,
.-6
X = 9.6hxlO" 1.000 - 0.l62e~^'^^°Vl.000e"^°^^sin(1190t -123.1°
)J
K*
At t=:0, x:=:9.6hxlO (1.000 - 0.162 - 0.838)K*
^-6^*
=0
and at t=oo, x=9.6l4xlO""K'
If K=i, that is a unit step voltage is applied,
x = 9.6liXlO-^-1.56xlO-^950t _^ 9.6UxlO-^e-^°3^sin(1190t-123.1°)
A plot of the transient response to a step input of one volt is shown in
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In this section the actual experimental techniques used to
determine the constants derived analytically in section 3.0 on theory
will be described. It will be noted that two motors, called A and B,
were used. When the analytical section was begun it had been planned
to use Motor A throughout both the theoretical and the experimental
phases but in the course of the determination of the phase and amplitude
characteristics the laminations composing the armature of Motor A separated
and therefore a different motor had to be substituted. This new motor has
been called Motor B and differs from Motor A only in that it is a separate
physical entity subject to the usual variations in manufacturing processes.
For the comparison of theoretical and experimental results a new set of
theoretical curves for Motor B was computed. The values of Motor A have
been left in the report for the purposes of comparison and to retain the
analytical studies already completed,
U.l EXPERIMENTAL DETOmiNATION OF ALL CONSTANTS
li.ll Effective Mass
The moment of inertia of a body can be determined experimentally
from the following formula (see Ref. h, p. 72).
la— T w4la0 where I_ = moment of inertia of
—j ^ armature in gm-cm^.
^^ T = period of oscillation sec/cycle.
2w = suspension width in cm.
Mj^=mass of armature in grams,
1 = length of suspension in cm,
= acceleration of gravity, cm/sec^.
1
FIG. 18. BIFILAR SUSPENSION OF ARMATURE FOR EFFECTIVE MASS DETERMINATION
The' armature was suspended as shown in Fig, 18. It was then set
into motion with a very small amplitude of oscillation about its vertical
axis. The period of this small oscillation was determined with the aid of
an electric timer. The experimental values to be used in the formula for
inertia were determined to be as follows:
T= 20 cycles =0.755 sec/cycle
15.10sec
w = 2.10 cm.
Ma=U3.7 grams
G = 980 cm/sec^
1 = 56,[i cm.
Substituting these values into the formula,
Ia=0-755^ X 2.10^ X 13.7 x 98O =U8.U gm-cm^.
h ^ X 56.
U
In order to determine the effective mass of the armature at the point of
application of the valve force use was made of the fact that the moment

of inertia is equal to the product of the mass and the square of the distance
to the axis about wtoch it acts. Therefore,
Me r=^ la = ii8»^ = 3.80 grams
where r = 3.57 cm is the distance from the point of application
of the valve force to the pivot point P of the armatureo
Mg= effective mass of armature.
The total effective mass of the system, M, as defined in section 3ol2l is the
Slim of Mg
-h My
or M = 3.8 ^ 17.0 = 20.8 grams (1.188 x lO'^lb sec^in)
U.12 Effective Spring Coefficient k
The method used to determine the effective spring coefficient, k,
was as follows. A quiescent current of 2U milliamperes was allowed to flow
in each of the armature coils and then standard weights were added to the
arm of the armature at the point of application of the valve force. The
weights were added very carefully and then removed in inverse order of put-
ting them on to preserve the hysteresis loop. A Brown and Sharpe dial in-
dicator was mounted on the motor in order to read the inches displacement of
the armature arm, Iliis dial indicator read to the one one thousandth of an
inch from zero up to thirty thousandths. After the plotting of the experi-
mental points, a straight line was drawn through the middle of the result-
ing hysteresis loop and the slope of this line was determined to be 207
lbs/in for Motor A. This was taken as the value of the effective spring
coefficient, k, (see Fig. 19).
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FIG .19 VALVE FORCE VERSUS AR.«liiTURE DISPLACEiVlEWT MOTOR A

u*^.
or the frequency is f = 13?0/277- = 210 cycles/sec for Motor A.
Table VI contains the experimental data for the effective
spring coefficient for both Motors A and B. The data for Motor B
are plotted in Fig. 20 and the slope has been determined for dis-
placements of the armature to either side of center. For Motor B,
k = 168 lbs/in. and f — 190 cycles/second.
U.13 Viscous Friction f
The value of the viscous friction tenn, f, was determined in
the following manner. An impulse was applied to the armature and a
photographic record was taken by means of a Miller recorder. The value
of J was obtained from the record as follows.
At
FIG. 21. SKETCH OF TYPICAL TRACE ON MILLER RECORDER
If in Fig. 21 we allow cC to be the logarithmic decrement of the
envelope of the decaying oscillation, then
A t
where j^ and ^2 ^^® ^'^^ consecutive values
of amplitude of same sign read from
record.
At is the time interval separating
these amplitudes.
It i^ well Icnown that c^ = fcO^^
therefore, r = -^ — In T\/Y2 where gp^—undamped natural resonant frequency
I
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CJo — CO^ l| / — f^ where £<>o= damped resonant frequency read on
oscillographic record.
(see Ref. 2, p. h?)
or 60^ =
Substituting,
Multiplying numerator and denominator by w / — T*
^
Od. At







.6J. A: (/" ^y
/ +(-^^y («,Aty+(//,^) 1
/^^
J = £^,i
By means of this formula the values of J were computed from values
of W<j^ At;^ y]_ J and Y2 given by oscillographic records. A plot of the values
of amplitude on semi-log paper should have given a straight line, but this
did not prove to be the case, showing that there are non-linearities in the
system and that the damping present is not pure viscous damping. Average
values of all the runs made (about three per set of given conditions) were
used to calculate the final value given. It should be emphasized that these
values are subject to some error due to the nonlinearity mentioned above
and the difficulty in reading the record. Table VII shows the values of
\ for various conditions. Runs were made with and without the amplii^ier
connected to the motor and with and without the 0.01 microfarad condensers
across the motor coils.

Ii6.
TABLE VII. VALUES OF CRITICAL DAMPING RATIO,
CONDITIONS I
No amplifier, no condensers 0.100
No amplifier, with condensers 0.062
Amplifier, no condensers 0.13li
Amplifier, with condensers 0.257
Voltage across coils, with
condensers, no pick-up 0.118
Voltage across coils, with
condensers, with pick-up Oo229
Knowing J , it is an easy matter to determine the viscous friction
of f, since f =-2j60^M. Taking a value ofj = 0.1, for the case of no amplifier
and no condenser,
f =2 X 0.1 X (190 x2;7) X 1.188 x 10"^=0.0283 lb sec/in.
This is the value of viscous friction for Motor B.
U.lU Coil Data—Resistance and Inductance R^ and L
The resistance, Rq, of the coil was determined by means of a
Wheatstone bridge to be 1807 ohms for one coil and 179U ohms for the othero
A value of I8OO ohms was used in the calculations for Motor A. For Motor B,
the value used was 17^0 ohms.




Vi = liiO volts, hOO cycle.
Vj =36 volts.
V3 =123 volts.
FIG. 22. CIRCUIT USED TO MEASURE INDUCTANCE OF ARMATURE COIL

U7.
The coil was placed in series with a resistor of 12,000 ohms
resistance and a source of hOO cycle per second power as shown in Fig. 22.
Voltages V]^, V2, and V3 were measured. The current, I, flowing in the
circuit can be determined since we know the voltage across the 12,000
ohm resistor.
I =36/l2K =3 X 10"-' amps.
The magnitude of the impedance of the coil, Zc, is the voltage across the
coil divided by the current flowing through it. 'J
V3 =r Zcl =123 volts
Zq = 123/3 X 10"^ = Ul X 10^ ohms
The source impedance, Z^, is the voltage, V-j^, divided by the current, or
with V;j^ = li;0 volts
Zq = lUo/3 X 10"^ -- U6.7 X 10^ ohms.
By drawing a vector diagram and actually plotting these values as in Fig. 23,
one finds that
XlI =115.0 volts
Xl =- 115/3 X 10-3 =38.3 X 103 ohms
L -= 38,3 X lOyaTrliOO =15.3 henries
FIG. 23. VECTOR DIAGRAM OF VOLTAGES
The same procedure for finding inductance, L, was followed at
60 cycles per second, a 60 c.p.s. source being used in place of the hOO c.p.s.
source used above. The following voltage readings were obtained:
Vi = hS volts
V2 = 36 volts
V3 :=17 volts L = Ih.l henry.

ua.
Ihe value of inductance used for Motor A was 15.0 henry. Similar
measurements on Motor B indicated that the inductance L was approximately
20.0 henries.
liol5 Back Electromotive Force Kg
To determine the back electromotive force experimentally a small
variable speed motor was connected to the torque motor through an eccentric
cam. When the motor made one revolution, the cam caused the torque motor
armature to move a certain distance x in simple harmonic motion. In other
words, X =A«sinwt where A = maximtim displacement of armature
from neutral.
CO =angular velocity of motor
The derivative of x with respect to time, or the linear velocity of the
armature, is dx/dt = Awcoswt. The voltage produced by the motion of the
armature in the magnetic field is proportional to the velocity of the
armature.
i.e. Vg = Kg dx/dt where Vg = voltage generated by the
. motion of the armature
or Kr =V^/x/dt ^ ^« magnetic field.
° y , Kg = factor of proportionality
The velocity of the armature in simple harmonic motion will be maximum when
X is zero. Therefore, the voltage, V
,
may be written as ^g = ^gmax^^®"^*
Substituting this into the expression for Kg and at the same time substi-
tuting for dx/dt, we may write
Kp V,^„^coswt V,^„^B = gmax __ gmax
A 60 coswt A CO
We can now find Kg experimentally by measuring the maximam or peak voltage
generated, the maximum displacement of the armature from neutral, aid the
angular velocity of the motor. The voltage was measured by placing a
Hewlitt-Packard voltmeter across one of the coils; the maximum displacement
of the armature was determined by the eccentric cam; and the angular velocity

U9.
of the motor was found by the use of a stroboscope.
Runs were made with eccentric throws of 0.0072^ in., 0.011 in,,
and 0.0285 in. In each case graphs were plotted of the voltage generated
versus armature linear velocity. These graphs are shown in Figs. 2U, 2$,
and 26. In order to determine the value of Kg from these figures, the
actual slope in volts per inch per second must be multiplied by l.UlU as
the ordinate is the voltage read on a high input impedance voltmeter or,
in other words, the root mean square value of the voltage whereas the
peak voltage is desired. The experimental data are tabulated in Table VIII,
In Fig, 27 a graph was plotted showing the variation of Kg with the ampli-
tude of the armature motion and on the same figure the theoretical values
of Kg from section 3.125 as well. It can be seen that for Motor A the
theoretical and the experimental results agree very well. Only the theoret-
ical values for Motor B have been plotted. It was felt that since the
theoretical and experimental curves for Motor A agreed so well and time was
at a premium that a satisfactory value of Kg for Motor B could be read off
the graph as long as the maximum amplitude was kept below 0,015 inches.
U,l6 Electromechanical Coupling Constant K^
To determine the electromechanical coupling constant, K^,
experimentally, standard wei^ts were hung on the armature arm and then
the differential current necessary to bring the armature back to its
center position was recorded. This procedure was repeated in taking off
the weights and then the whole process was repeated for displacements on
the other side of the center position by turning the motor over. This
gave values of K^ for both positive and negative differential currents.
To maintain the center position of the armature, a Brown and Sharpe dial
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FIG ^7 BACK ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE VERSQS ARiATURE DISPLACEiVlENT

gave the needed reference to enable the armature to be brought back to its
center position each time a weight was added or subtracted to the armature
arm. These data^as plotted in Fig, 28, gave a line vrtiose average slope
was determined to be 90.1 lbs/amp. for Motor A. The data for Motor B are
plotted in Fig. 29, and K^ = 100 lbs/amp. The calculation data may be
found in Tables IX and X for Motors A and B respectively. Currents i^ and
±2_ are the currents flowing in each of the motor coils and i is the differ-
ential current.
li.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF IMPEDANCE
In order to determine the impedance of the motor experimentally
a vacuum tube voltmeter was placed across one of the coils and a 27 ohm
resistor was placed in series with it. By placing a second vacuum tube
voltmeter across this known resistance, the current flowing in the coil was
easily determined. The magnitude of the impedance was found by dividing
the voltage across the coil by the current flowing in it. A plot of this
experimental impedance as a function of alternating current frequency may
be found in the section on the comparison of theoretical and eaqperimental
results in Fig. kk.
U.3 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF PHASE AND AMPLITUDE CURVES
In determining experimentally the phase and amplitude charac-
teristics as functions of frequency, the first problem encountered was
that of measuring phase as accurately as possible. To do this a phase






TABLE IX EXPLRIAlLliTAL DATA FOR DETERMINATION OF ELIiiCTRO-
Jiii.CH^JlCHL COUPLING CONSTANT FOR .dOTOR A.
Cly'^f £N T :M/U/AMP/rr^t3) \ \^c/i:C£ L (y/^flr. //rCwii/AM,<I:A'^'-',,'
^' -<:^ ,./ 1 \ O-Hfir^:: -'<) •" ^ ^
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TABLE X i£XPERI^E.;Ti^L DATA FOR DET'^.ijiUi^TlOU OF ELECTRO-
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FIG. 30. SCHE?UTIC OF PHASE
SHIFT NETWORK
FIG. 31. VECTOR DIAGRAM FOR
PHASE SHIFT NETWORK
A voltage, e^, was put in across terminals D' and F' and a voltage, Oq,
was taken off the terminals A' and B' as shown in Figo 30. The phase
angle, 0, is equal to 2 tan'-'-Xc as can be seen from the vector diagram in
Fig. 31. This phase shift network is discussed in Ref . 5, p. 30. Two
matched resistances of 15,000 ohms each were used as R^ and R^'
. A standard
decade capacitor ( Cornell-Dubilier Decade Capacitor, Model CDB-5) was used
for the capacitance.
Fig. 32 shows how this phase shift network was used to measure
the phase shift between the input voltage to the amplifier and the output
of the torque motor. The input voltage, e^j^, was fed into the amplifier
and also into the phase shift network as shown in Fig. 32A. The signal
from the amplifier actuates the motor and by means of the capacitor pickoff
device a voltage representing the position of the armature arm is obtained.
This voltage from the pickoff was fed into one pair of plates of a cathode
ray oscilloscope. The signal, e^, from the phase shift network was fed into
the other pair of plates. As shown in Fig. 32B, when the two signals are
out of phase the trace on the oscilloscope will appear as a loop. When by
means of changing the resistance, R^^, in the phase shift network the two
signals are brought into phase, the loop closes to a straight line. Thus by
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using the oscilloscope as a null detector in this manner, one is able to
measure the phase difference between input voltage and the displacement
of the armature by recording the value of R^^ necessary to close the loop
at various discrete frequencies. The phase angle, 0, is as mentioned
earlier 2 tan'^X^, A photograph of the actual experimental setup used
to measure phase shift characteristics is shown in Fig. 33.
The capacitor pickoff deserves especial mention as it is a
very sensitive device for changing the position of the armature arm into
a voltage so that one may measure accurately its position. The circuit
for the armature pickoff is given schematically in Fig. 3h and a photo-
graph of the device as mounted on the motor is shown in Fig. 35. The
pickoff is shown connected to the armature arm by a wire as it was con-
nected during some early tests. However, in all the mns actually
reported on the capacitor pickoff was mounted directly on the armature
arm. The fan shaped piece moving between the stationary plates in accord-
ance with the motion of the armature changes the capacitance, thus giving
rise to the signal voltage. A plot illustrative of the linearity of this
pickoff is given in Fig. 36.
The amplitude of the armature motion was obtained from the photo-
graphic record taken with a Model H, Multi-channel Oscillograph manufactured
by the William Miller Corporation, Pasadena, California. An input signal
was fed in by means of the signal generator to the amplifier and the motion
of the armature of the motor was recorded on the oscillograph. Care was
taken that the amplitude of the armature displacement remained within the
linear range of our Kg factor. Also the voltage across the tube itself was
kept above 65 volts at all times. The reason for this will be discussed in
section 5.21. The Miller record gave a picture of the movement of the
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to measure the amplitude characteristic is shown in Figo 37 and a sainple '
portion of a record is enclosed as Fig. 38
o
The amplifier used to drive the motor is shown schematically
in Fig. 39.
In Fig. UO the variation of phase lag versus frequency for three
different initial values of amplitude is shown. It had been noted in per-
forming tests on phase lag characteristics that the shape of the curve was
easily reproducible but that the initial value of phase lag varied. Initial
values of the amplitude of the input of 0.0025 in., 0.00^ in., and 0,010 in.
were taken and the resulting phase characteristics plotted. At low frequen-
cies there is less phase lag for the larger values of sinusoidal input. This
is due to some non-linear effect; perhaps hysteresis which would cause more
phase lag percentagewise for small displacements than large oneso As the
frequency increases all the curves come closer together until beyond resonance
the curves of the larger values of initial amplitude exhibit more phase lag
than the smaller ones. A valid reason for the reversal at high frequencies
is not known at present.
The experimental values of phase lag of Motor B, both with and
without the Ool microfarad condensers are shown in Fig. Ul. It is seen that
the addition of the condensers introduces an additional phase lag above
resonance.
In Fig. U2, a plot of the amplitude ratio (output to input)
versus frequency has been made for Motor B, both with and without the 0,1
microfarad condensers. In the same figure the theoretical values of ampli-
tude ratio for the motor have been plotted for J =0.1. The experimental
data for these curves may be found in Tables XI and XII and the theoretical
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FIG. 38 SAMPLE PORTION OF MILLER OSCILLOGRAPH RECORD OF
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EXPERIi/iEiJTAL DATA FOR PHASE AND i^.lPLIlTJDE raEC^UElXZ
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h.U EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF TRANSIENT RESPONSE
In order to determine the transient response of the motor, a step
input was applied to the grids by inserting a double pole, double throw
switch across a variable voltage source. When the switch was thrown a small
step input was applied. The output of the motor was recorded on the Killer
oscillograph. A sample record is shown in Fig, U3. As can be seen from the
sample record, it is very difficult to read exact values from such a picture.
A comparison of the experimental and theoretical results is made in section







FIG. 43 SAMPLE OF MILLER OSCILLOGRAPH RECORD OF TRANSIENT
RESPONSE TO A STEP INPUT

78.
$,0 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND £XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section the theoretical results obtained in section 3.0
will be compared with those obtained in section h.O by actual experiment.
5.1 COMPARISON OF TFSDRETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL IMPEDANCE CURVES
In Fig. Uii has been plotted the theoretical impedance curve for
Motor B assuming a value of J =0.1. In the same figure, the impedance
curve obtained experimentally is plotted. Data for these curves are given
in Table XIII. The agreement of the theoretical and experimental curves is
fair except at low frequencies. The reason for this disagreement below
resonance is not known but may be due to invalid data at the low frequencies
or harmonic distortion since the data was taken from one coil only. The
theoretical curve was calculated assuming Class A push-pull operation of the
amplifier. Since the phase and amplitude curves fit so nicely in the next
section, it is felt that the difficulty lies in the experimental techniques
used in measuring the impedance curve.
5.2 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PHASE AND AMPLITUDE
CURVES
In Fig. [i5 the theoretical amplitude characteristic for J =0.1
and the actual experimental curve for Motor B are plotted for the purpose
of comparison. The calculation data for these curves may be found in
Tables XI and XIV. The correlation between the two curves is excellent.
In Fig. h6 are plotted the phase characteristic curves correspond-
ing to these amplitude curves. The agreement between theoretical and ex-
perimental curves is remarkable as the curves would lie one on the other out
to 60 cycles if we ignore the constant phase lag difference of 6 degrees of
the experimental curve. This lag appears to be caused by the initial value
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10 J . 64 <i . <>y 1.00
• k,0 9.74 4.4 1.01
40 9.97 3.9
: 1.03
60 10.4 14.3 .1.03
100 1^.5 ^4.9 l.k.9
130 15.7 37.0 1.63
150
, 19.5 49.7 ii . Oic
160 i:,1.7 53.6 ^.'^5




cOO ^5.7 li:-4.4 io . 66
^10 <oc.» 141.7 £.23
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measuring circuit or both. At 100 cycles per second the actual phase lag
differs from the theoretical by only 12 degrees and the absolute phase lag
is only 36 degrees. Beyond resonance there is more phase lag but this is
accounted for by the fact that theoretically the system was assumed to be
third order. For a third order system the phase lag should be asymptotic
to the 270 degree axis. Actually, as sho%m in section 3.115* taking the
elastance of the connection of the torque motor to the transfer valve into
account the system is fifth order and therefore asymptotic theoretically
to the U$0 degree axis.
It is interesting to check the value of effective mass of the





<^/» where a:), is the frequency of maximum
i| / _ ^ r^ ~ response
J is damping ratio = 0.1
The value of oo^ from Fig. U5 is (27rl88) radians per second. Substituting into
the formula for M,
M^ 168 ^lol88 X 10"^ lb secVin (20.8 grams).
^2;rl88y/ ^18 V
5.21 Survey of Linear and Non-linear Regions
In performing the experimental tests for phase and amplitude
characteristics on the torque motor, one must be careful to avoid voltage
limiting, i.e. not allow the voltage on the tube to drop below approximately
65 volts so that the tube goes into its non-linear region and thereby in-
troduces non-linearities into the system. The tube characteristics are shown
in Fig. U7. E^qjressed differently, one must exercise care not to drive the
tube from pentode into triode operation. To ensure that in running the
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Hb,
that of the analytical analysis, an oscilloscope was placed across the tube
as a voltmeter. The voltage across the tube was kept at all times above
65 volts. Also an initial value of amplitude of armature movement of
iO,00$ was used to avoid any non-linear effects due to the back electro-
motive force, Kg. Avoiding these non-linearities accounts for the fine
correlation between the theoretical and experimental data.
5.3 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL TRANSIENT RESPONSE
CURVES
In Fig. U8 is plotted the theoretical transient response to a
unit step function. Also the experimental response to a step input with
the amplifier connected and no 0.1 microfarad capacitors across the motor
coils. The experimental curve was taken off the photographic record from
the Miller oscillograph and was blown up proportionally to the scale of
the theoretical curve. The agreement is very good considering the dif-
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6.0 DISCUSSION OF EFFECT OF MOTOR STUDY ON CLOSED SERVO LOOP
In this section the effect of the motor on the functioning of the
closed servo loop as shown in Fig. 1, will be discussedo The transfer
function of the motor itself from section 3.23 is:
VkR
|s-h2950J Q(s -h 203)
-h J1190J [^(s -h 203)-jll9q]
If we place the motor in series with an integrating device such as a hydraulic





FIG. U9. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF MOTOR IN SERIES WITH INTEGRATING DEVICE
we have for the open loop transfer function,
K K^t/kR
s Qs -h 2950] Q(s 4- 203) -h J1190] Q(s -h 203) - jll90]
Substituting into this expression the values of the constants and multiply-
ing out the quadratic term in the denominator, we may write the transfer
function as
K (9.6UxlO"^)
g(g ^ 2950) (s^-h a068 -hl.[l6xlO^)
In terms of time constants this can be e:qDressed as
r,s(riS 4-i)( (ris)^4- Uo6?^s -hi)





, J = 0.168

89.
This open loop transfer function may be plotted by the use of non-dimensional
gain phase diagrams which are included as Figs. $0 and ^1. By making the
plot, it was found that the locus crossed the minus 180 degree phase lag line
at a value of 60 equal to llli^ radians per second. The table below shows the









Since it is desired that the closed loop gain not exceed 3 decibels at minus
180 degrees, the total open loop gain must not exceed minus h-^ decibels
(see Fig. ^2). It is evident then that the gain of the integrating network,
^8, must equal minus Ih.O decibels. From Fig. "^0, u equals $,0 for a gain
of minus lU.O decibels.
u^ ^ „ =5.0
2.23x10--'-5k
or K = iiiiS
.
= 102 . 5x10^^ volts/in-sec
.
2.23x10-^5x5.0
Therefore, K-j^^op ^ 2. 23x10-^^x102. 5x10^^ =2?8/sec.
It can be seen that the motor allows extremely high values of gain
to be used which is of great practical importance. In regard to this it is
interesting to note the effect of increasing the damping term, J , in the
quadratic term of the transfer function. For J —0.168 there resulted an
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loop gain, K-^^^ , becomes equal to h$6. This is closer to the values of
gain actually realized in the closed loop shown in Fig, 1, since the
hydraulic transfer valve adds a considerable amount of viscous damping to
the system,
6.1 EFFECT OF CURRENT AND VOLTAGE FEEDBACK
FIG. 53. SCHEMATIC SHOWING CURRENT FEEDBACK CIRCUIT
To understand what happens if we put in a resistor, R , to
o
ground forming a current feedback path, let us first write the voltage
equation by Kirchhoff's law
/^®gl = Ri -t- Ldi +- Kgdx where R = r^ -I- Re (Section 3.113)
3^ 3^
The voltage input to the grid, e_, is the sum of e^ and Rgi,
eg = egi -h Rgi or 'gl = eg -Rgi
Substituting this value for e^ into the initial equation,
yue = (R ^ R //:)i -h Ldi 4- Kgdx
dt dt
The effect of current feedback is to increase the amount of resistance in
the circuit by R^ which makes the tube look even more like a constant
current source than before.
Voltage feedback has just the opposite effect tending to reduce




This motor, operating on the polarized relay principle, provides
high frequency response and by reducing the raotorvalve time delay improves
the servo stability, allows a higher servo loop gain, and results in a
higher performance servo system.
The high resonant frequency makes for good servo stability and
keeps transient oscillations of the motor frofn appearing at the output of
the servomechanism.
Motors of this type will have many applications where small





80 1 MOMENT OF INERTIA OF ARMATURE CALCULATION
FIG. 5U. MOTOR ARMATURE DIVIDED INTO SIMPLE GEOMETRIC SHAPES
The armature was divided up into simple geometric shapes as shown










Volume Mass I « I ^
Cuo In. Grams gm-cm gm-cm
2(0.0927) 2(8.95) 2(2.26) 2(17.16)
0.1251 16.17 1.5U
O.Ollli 1.U7 0.26U 12.26
2(0.0238) 6.13
Ia=U8.12Total
Sample calculation for one body (rectangular parallelepiped A )
Volume- (0.6715 x 1.0U7 x 0.132) = 0.0927 cu. in.
Mass =0.0927 cu. in. x 0.28U lbs/in^ (density of steel)x U5ii gr/lb
X Oo75 (staking factor)
=8.95 grams




Using the parallel axis theorem
Ia_a, =1^^^01^=2.26-)- (8. 95 x 1.665)^17.16 gm-cm^
This procedure was followed for each part of the armature and the result
tabulated above. The moment of inertia of armature, I^, equals U8ol2 gm-cm^,
8.2 FLUX DENSITY IN AIR GAP DUE TO CURRENT IN ARMATURE COILS
The reluctance of the air gap is
fD _ g^ 0.1U5 ^0.0683 Nl/maxwell
^^ ITS 1.259x1.69A
where g = length of gap, 0,lU5 cm,
S =^ area of gap, 1.69 sq. cm.
y^o = magnetic permeability,
1.259 maxwell-cm/NI
The flux in each air gap due to the current in the armature coils is
0g^_ _1^_ Ulf^ where NIj^ is the armature ampere
-
y^ turns acting at each gap.
The flux density is
B r. 0a = NIa W^a gauss
"S~ 2^ 2x0.0683x1.69
If we denote this flux density by the symbol Bga, then
Bga= NIa gauss where N =^ 7650 turns
2x0.1152 ^g^ =flux density in gap due to
armature, gauss.
The measured values of the flux density were obtained by removing the
permanent magnet from a motor and measuring the flux present in the gap for
different values of current in the armature coils. The actual physical
measurement of the flux density in the air gap presented quite a problem
because of the small physical dimensions involved. A special test coil was
woxind by Mr. Loran A. Wenrich and imbedded in a piece of lucite. This search
coil and the fluxmeter used were then calibrated together at the National
Bureau of Stanaards and the combination was used in making all flux measure-

97.
ments. A plot of calculated and e^cperimental air gap flux density versus
armature ampere-turns may be found in Fig. ^5. The calculated and measured




8,3 TABLE XVI CONSTiiNTS OF MOTORS A Am B USED liM STUDY
CONSTANT MOTOR A MOTOR B
R resistance (R^-hrp), ohas 61800 61300
R^ coil resistance, ohas 1800 1750
r plate resistance, ohas 60000 60000
L inductance, henries 15 20
Kyj electroaechanical coupling
constant, Ibs/aap 90.1 100
k spring coefficient, lbs/in 207 168
K^j bacij: electroaotlve force,
volt sec/in 9.0 9.6
f/A dauipin^ parai^eter /sec 300 264
M iiass, lb secVin LlBSxlO""^ 1.183x10"'^
J critical daaping ratio 0.113 0.100




8.14. COMPLETE LIST OF SYMBOLS
a Constant
A Maximum displacement of armature from neutral
A' Terminal point in phase shift network
A» Special constant used in section 3.115
b Constant
B Flux density
Bga Flux density in air gap due to armature ampere-turns
Bp Flux density in any gap due to permanent magnet
B' Terminal point in phase shift network
B» Special constant used in section 3.115
C Capacitance
C« Special constant used in section 3.115
D' Terminal point in phase shift network
D* Special constant used in section 3.115





B«- Special constant used in section 3.115
f Viscous friction coefficient and also frequency
(no ambiguity)
fy Viscous friction of valve
F Force
Fy Force of valve
F' Terminal point in phase shift network
F^ Special constant used in section 3.115
Fl, F2,
F3, F|^ Forces acting at air gaps 1, 2, 3, and h
y Magnetic potential difference
g Gap length with armature centered
gl> g2»
g3» gli ^^ap lengths of air gaps 1, 2, 3, and U
i Differential current
il, i2 Individual currents flowing in each of the two coils
I Current
la Mcsnent of inertia of armature
Ia Current in armature coil
k Effective spring coefficient
kf Anti-spring rate
ks Actual spring rate of torsional centering spring
ky Spring coefficient of valve
ki Spring coefficient of connection
K Gain of integrating device
Kb Back electromotive force
Kloop Open loop gain of system
Km Electromechanical coupling constant
K« Step input voltage
1 Length of ar'nature suspension
In Natural logarithm
L Inductance of armature coil
M Total effective moving mass

101.
M^ Mass of armature
Mq Mass equivalent of armature
My Mass of valve piston and piston rod
N Number of turns on armature coil
NI Ampere-turns of permanent magnet
NIa Ampere-turns of armature
P Pivot point of armature
(^ Magnetic permeance
^1/2,
(P-^ (P]^ Permeances at air gaps 1, 2, 3, and h
Q Force of valve and rod acting on motor
r Distance from point of application of valve force
to pivot point P
rp Plate resistance
R Total resistance of plate and coil
Re Resistance of armature coil
Rx Variable resistance
Rl, Ri' Matched resistances in phase shift network
(^ Magnetic reluctance
(^L Reluctance of armature
^1^2^% Reluctances at air gaps 1, 2, 3, and U
s Laplace operator
S Area of gap
T Period of oscillation
u Dimensionless frequency variable




w Half suspension width
X Armature displac«nent at point of application of
valve force
x^ Displacement of piston rod
I Length of armature from pivot point to center of
air gap
Xq Capacitive reactance
y Armature displacement in air gap
yi» ^2 ^° consecutive values of amplitude of same sign
from oscillographic record of transient response
T Length of armature from center of air gap to point
of application of valve force
Z Impedance





S Ratio of actual damping to critical damping










Flux at any gap
permanent field flux
Total flux at air gaps 1, 2, 3, and U
Loop fluxes used to calculate leakage flux
Angular velocity
Angular velocity at undamped natural resonant frequency
Angular velocity at danped resonant frequency
Angular velocity at peak resonance
Ohms
Bar over a quantity means the Laplace transform
of that quantity
Single dot over quantity indicates the first derivative
of that quantity with respect to time
Double dot over quantity indicates the second derivative
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